
Welcome! �Please complete the Google Form – find the 
link the Zoom chat window.
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Questions
from 
Google Form

�Which department(s) on your campus offer 
introductory statistics courses?

�What are you hoping to learn from today’s 
session?
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Context California State University, Monterey Bay

Photo Cred: CSUMB
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CSUMB 
Context

� Nationally-recognized math remediation program!
� 40% of our students began in remediation

� 90% of students completed remediation in their first attempt

� 7,500 students (Fall 2018)

� Hispanic-Serving Institution (42% Latino, 29% Caucasian)

� 63% Female

� 31% age 18-20, 41% age 21-24, 17% age 25-30, 11% age 30+

� Four General Education Mathematics Courses, based on major
� Intro Stat

� Finite Math
� Quantitative Literacy
� Pre-calculus
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History:

Intro Stat at 
CSUMB

� Just under 300 students a semester

� Most common majors in Intro Stat: kinesiology, psychology, 
collaborative health and human services, social and behavioral 
sciences 

� No business or STEM majors

� Housed in Mathematics and Statistics Department
� Business has their own Intro Stat course

� STEM majors take a separate stat course with calc prereq

� Before EO1110:
� Classes were capped at 65 students

� Student assistant helped with grading

� Mostly lecture-style, with labs and activities built in when time. 

� Curriculum was mostly up-to-date (by GAISE standards), but tightly 
packed

� Anecdotally, about 25% of students stopped attending by the end of 
the semester
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Did 
Remediation 
Lead to 
Success?

� Nationally, at 4-year colleges only 36% of students who begin in 
remediation complete the associated GE course*

� At 2-year colleges, only 20% of students

� At CSUMB, remediation did not guarantee success in Intro Stat
� In the 2016-2017 school year…

77%
Percent of students who passed Intro 

Stat and did not require math 

remediation (n=315)

57%
Percent of students who passed Intro 

Stat after successfully completing math 

remediation (n=269)

Equity Gap!*Source: completecollege.org
All emojis from Apple 7



The Rest of 
This Talk

But then everything changed.
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The Rest of 
This Talk

Corequisite Courses

� How did we design ours at 
CSUMB?

� Do they work?

Complex Instruction

� Pedagogy that can be used in 
any class.

� Underprepared students are 
now enrolled in Intro Stat! 

� How do I help underprepared 
AND prepared students 
succeed?

But then everything changed.
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Corequisite 
Courses: 

A Growing 
Trend

� The movement to switch to corequisite courses is strong and 
growing. The Dana Center for Math Pathways issued a Call to 
Action for Expanded Access to Intro Stat in 2015*.

� States that have conducted widespread implementation of 
corequisite courses ** :

� 2-year and 4-year colleges

� Textbooks:

California Indiana

Tennessee West Virginia

Georgia Colorado

*dcmathpathways.org
**completecollege.org + many more states 10

https://dcmathpathways.org/resources/call-action-expand-access-statistics
http://completecollege.org/spanningthedivide/


Thinking 
Positively

More students get to experience 
Intro Stat!
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My Own 
Experience

� “I don’t want to teach remedial math”
� I was happy to leave that to the mathematics professors
� Now I have “underprepared” students in Intro Stat
� But I’m not teaching remedial math!

� So how do my teaching practices have to change based on 
this shift?

� As a department, we decided to go “all in” and revise our GE 
courses at the same time we implemented corequisites, so 
that the whole package worked together
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Corequisite 
Course Design
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Which model 
did we choose?

� We wanted our students to experience equity in their 
learning environment

� We did not want any stigma about who belongs in statistics and who 
does not. 

� We wanted students to see their peers as examples and learn from 
one another 

� So we chose…

� Co-mingling: mixing college-ready and underprepared 
students in the same Intro Stat class. Underprepared 
students enroll in separate coreq course
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Implications of 
a Comingled 
Model

� Each section of Intro Stat has students with widely varied 
educational backgrounds

� How do we help everyone have a positive experience?

� Each section of the coreq has students from multiple 
sections of the GE Intro Stat course

� GE course must be highly coordinated so all students are learning 
same material at same pace

� Course coordinator: 2 units of release time each semester
� Coreqs scheduled on Thursdays and Fridays so they have 

completed the full week of Intro Stat before coming to the coreq
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Question

� Please open the link in the Zoom Chat window for a 
Google Doc and answer the following questions:

� How are your statistics courses structured? Do the 
main courses co-mingle students in various placement 
categories? Are co-requisites tied to particular 
sections?
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CSUMB 
Corequisite
Course 
Structure

� 1-unit, 2-hour activity period 

� Taught by an Intro Stat faculty member
� Our most-struggling students deserve our most-equipped 

instructors

� Peer Mentors embedded in the coreq course
� Undergrads; we do not have graduate TAs
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Who Enrolls in 
the Coreq?

� Any Intro Stat student can enroll in any section of the 
coreq

� Incoming freshman students complete Directed Self-
Placement (DSP), a short diagnostic giving students agency 
to determine if they think they should take the coreq or not.  

� Evidence-based

� Reflective experience

� We only used multiple-measures placement if a student did 
not complete the DSP. 

Semester GE Stat Enrollment Coreq Enrollment

FA18 283 78 (28%)

SP19 277 62 (22%)
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Corequisite
Grading
Structure

� Classroom Assignments and Attendance (65%)
� Come to class
� Stay the whole time
� Do the work
� Engage with your group

� Online Mathematical Skills Development (35%)
� EdReady

� We give them a letter grade during the semester…

� Pass/Fail Relationships
� Your grades in the coreq and GE courses are independent
� If you fail the GE, you are “required” to take the coreq next time
� You can retake the coreq, even if you already passed it 

(administrative hurdle)
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The 
Corequisite 
Class Period

Three Components

Corequisite Math Knowledge

Support for Course Content

Study Skill Development
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Corequisite
Math 
Knowledge

� Mathematics Prerequisites for Success in Introductory Statistics
� Roxy Peck, Rob Gould, and Jessica Utts

� We use EdReady to give students practice on math prerequisites

� Online, adaptive 
learning

� Students start with a 
diagnostic quiz and 
work towards 90% 
proficiency
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https://dcmathpathways.org/sites/default/files/resources/2017-05/Math%20Prerequisites%20for%20Success%20in%20Intro%20Statistics_20170515.pdf


Support for 
Course 
Content

� Active Tasks

� Worksheets

� Mini-Lectures

� Test Corrections

� Open Work Time
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Support for 
Course 
Content

*Scenario from OpenIntro textbook
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Question

� Please open the link in the Zoom Chat window for a 
Google Doc and answer the following question:

� What materials are you using to teach in your 
corequisite statistics courses?
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Study Skill 
Development

� The Myth of “I’m Bad at Math”

� Time Management Workshop

� Organization Skills

� Test Anxiety Workshop

� Practice with Multiple Choice Exam Questions

� Strategies for Preparing for Exams
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What do 
Students Think 
of the Coreq?

Student Quote:

I know a lot of people in my [Intro Stat] 
class that said “Oh my gosh how are you 
not in [the support] class, it is so useful!”
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The Challenge

Now I have mathematically underprepared students in 
my Intro Stat course! 

Alongside students who have taken AP Stat. 

How do I help all of my students succeed 
without reducing the “rigor” of the course?
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Complex Instruction
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Which 
pedagogy?

Our goal was to provide:
Instructors with the tools to develop 

each student’s sense of belonging 
and 

Students with tools to be successful learners.

Teacher

Student Content

M
anage

Horn, I. (2012). Strength in numbers: Collaborative learning in secondary 
mathematics. Reston, VA: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. 29



What is 
Complex 
Instruction?

Complex Instruction is a combination of pedagogical 

strategies used to create a classroom ‘social system’ 

that directly attends to problems of social inequality, 

which undermine academic access and achievement if 

left unexamined*

� Widely developed in secondary mathematics

� Disrupt typical hierarchies of who is “smart” and who is “not”**

*Source: Lisa Jilk, 2009
**Sapon-Shevin, 2004 30



Complex 
Instruction

Multiple-ability 
curriculum

Norms, Roles 
and     

Participation 
Structures

Status & 
Accountability 

Provide curricular activities that 
are open-ended, rich in multiple
abilities, and support learning 
important math concepts and 
skills central to a big idea.

Develop autonomy of 
and interdependence 
of small groups 
through the use of 
norms, roles and other 
structures of 
participation

Manage status and hold 
individuals and small 
groups accountable for 
participation and 
understanding.

Source: Lisa Jilk, 2009 31



Complex 
Instruction

Multiple-ability 
curriculum
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Norms

How we learn together
� No one is done until everyone is done.
� You have the right to ask anyone in your group for help
� You have the duty to assist anyone in your group who 

asks for help
� Helping peers means explaining thinking, not giving 

answers or doing work for others
� Provide justification when you make a statement
� Only ask the instructor when it’s a team question
� Think and work together. Don’t divide up the work.

� Work within your group - no crosstalk with other 
groups.

� No one is as smart as all of us together!
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Participation 
Structures

and 

Roles

� Instructor randomly assigns groups of 3-4 students
� Re-randomize groups about every three weeks
� Why randomize? Each student is equally capable!

� Each group member has a randomly-assigned role
� Facilitator – keep the team working
� Resource Manager – managing questions
� Recorder/Reporter – everyone ready to present
� Team Captain – encourage participation

� Roles relate to how       the 
work should be done
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Complex 
Instruction

Multiple-ability 
curriculum

Norms, Roles 
and     

Participation 
Structures

Status & 
Accountability 
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participation and 
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Multiple-
Ability 
Curriculum

What inspires groups to rely on each other and 
utilize their roles?

� Groupworthy Tasks!
� Open-ended, uncertain tasks 
� Multiple entry points; tasks requires multiple abilities to 

complete
� Intellectually important content

� Example: Groups must follow an experimental protocol to 
compare paper airplane flights with and without a paperclip. 
They collect data, enter into the computer, and analyze. 

� Attention to detail
� Airplane construction
� Measurement
� Data entry and organization
� Spreadsheet knowledge
� Utilizing statistical software
� Time management
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Complex 
Instruction

Multiple-ability 
curriculum

Norms, Roles 
and     

Participation 
Structures

Status & 
Accountability 

Provide curricular activities that 
are open-ended, rich in multiple
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Question

How Smart Are You?

� What if you had to rank yourself compared to your 
colleagues?

� Please open the link in the Zoom Chat window for a Google 
Doc and answer the following question:

� What criteria do you use to determine if you are smart? 
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Status and 
Accountability

How Smart Are You?

� What criteria did you use to determine if you are smart? 
� Type and Length of Education, Degree
� Research output
� Speed of problem solving
� Coding prowess
� Gender
� Race/ethnicity
� Reading ability
� Age
� Social Class
� …

� These are status characteristics
� If status is not managed, you will have unequal participation
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Status and 
Accountability

How do we manage status?

� Randomize groups: all students equally capable
� Roles manage assumptions of competence 

� Not just “you will be good at the coding”
� Multiple abilities needed to solve a problem

� Not just “how fast can you calculate that”

� Assigning Competence: figure out how your students are 
smart and tell them out loud!
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Is the course 
still “rigorous” 
enough?

(Student 
Opinion)

How challenging did you find the course material?
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What do 
Students Think 
of Complex 
Instruction?

� We switch it up and I kind of like that …. It doesn't feel 
like they're strangers. Every group that we've been with, 
we all have each other's contact information and … we 
don't feel embarrassed asking questions. This is even 
from the beginning.

� …So it's definitely given me a sense of belonging 
where I have the numbers I can contact half the people 
in the class 

� I can turn to ask a question to my group member and 
then four weeks from now when they're no longer my 
group member they'll still be able to help me with a 
question… I can go to anyone and if they're struggling 
we will struggle together and we'll figure it out.
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What do 
Students Think 
of Complex 
Instruction?

I benefited from working with my peers during class activities:
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What do 
Students Think 
of Complex 
Instruction?

I was able to contribute to group discussions in class:
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What do 
Students Think 
of Complex 
Instruction?

The class environment created by my professor was supportive:
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Practical Tips

� Full buy-in to complex instruction is a lot of work
� Start with small steps:

� Try randomly assigning groups
� Try making a classroom task more complex

� Start your semester by talking about classroom norms
� Start identifying your student’s abilities out loud

� Implementing roles can be challenging. Utilize them when the 
task is complex enough. 

� Jobs during the paper airplane activity
� Rotate through who is leading the use of software
� Jigsaw: Groups solve unique problems, then people with a matching 

role across groups form a new group to share their problem
� You do not need to utilize roles every day
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Practical Tips

� Group work takes a lot of time. 
� We don’t cover as much content as we used to (but we have chosen 

depth over breadth)
� We save time by implementing Reading Apprenticeship. 

� Daily reading logs in preparation for next class
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Before the 
Results…

Assessment in Intro Stat
� Grades

� (10%) Reading Assignments
� (10%) Classroom Participation
� (15%) Online Homework
� (15%) Group Project
� (30%) Three Midterm Exams
� (20%) Final Exam

� Formative Assessment
� ABCD Cards to check understanding
� Practice Tests
� Classroom Groupwork
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Intro Stat 
Pass Rates

(Does this work?)

� Our goal: maintain our Intro Stat pass rates.

� What actually happened: 

� Overall pass rates went up!

á
Corequisites     
Implemented
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Intro Stat
Pass Rates:

Comparing Support 
and Non-Support

Are corequisite-enrolled students successful in Intro Stat?

� Keep in mind students self-selected into the corequisite course

Pass Rate: 
Remediation

Pass Rate: 
No Remediation

Equity Gap

Fall 2016 57% 77% 20%

Pass Rate: 
Support Course

Pass Rate: 
No Support Course

Equity Gap

Fall 2018 85% 80% -5%

Spring 2019 87% 81% -6%
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Intro Stat
Pass Rates

Are corequisite-enrolled students successful in Intro Stat?

� Keep in mind students self-selected into the corequisite course

Pass Rate: 
Remediation

Pass Rate: 
No Remediation

Equity Gap

Fall 2016 57% 77% 20%

Pass Rate: 
Support Course

Pass Rate: 
No Support Course

Equity Gap

Fall 2018 85% 80% -%

Spring 2019 87% 81% -6%
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First 
Generation 
Equity Gaps

(across all GE math 
courses)

� 12% equity gap 
prior to redesign

� 2% equity gap 
after redesign

� Other equity gaps 
still exist (race, 
gender, etc) but 
almost all groups 
have improved 
pass rates overall
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Other 
Thoughts

� Considerations: 
� We fully revised Intro Stat, so we can’t say the 

changes are solely due to the corequisite and 
complex instruction.

� Only one year of data
� Students self-placed into corequisite course, 

so different population than remedial math 
courses

� To Be Determined:
� How does coreq attendance relate to course 

outcomes?
� Do attitudes toward statistics differ after 

implementing complex instruction?
� What happens in subsequent statistics 

courses?
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Question

� Please open the link in the Zoom Chat window for a 
Google Doc and answer the following question:

� What materials or textbooks are you using to teach 
statistics?
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Next Steps for 
YOU

� Check your equity gaps for Intro Stat (and for pre-calculus, 
calculus, etc…)

� Adopt classroom structures that support students at all levels of 
understanding

Believe that any student can succeed in statistics, no 
matter what level of math background they have. 
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Resources
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Thank You!

Questions?

Alana Unfried

aunfried@csumb.edu

Special thanks to my CSUMB colleagues Judith Canner, Peri 
Shereen, Jeffrey Wand, Jennifer Clinkenbeard, Alison Lynch, and 

Steven Kim, all of whom have contributed to this work.

Special thanks also to Lisa Jilk for introducing our department to 
Complex Instruction!
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